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The perfect finish
With the evolution of the building and construction industry,
Cedar Sales identified the need for pre‑finished products and
off‑site coating services to achieve the perfect look with added
ease, efficiencies and on‑site cost savings.

Cedar Sales uses industrial coating
machines to produce outstanding and
consistent results that are difficult to
replicate by using conventional on‑site
application methods.

Out-of-weather use
OUT OF DIRECT SUNLIGHT AND RAIN

SATIN

WASHES

Enhance the inherent depth of character and colour

¬ Maintenance‑free finish.

of Western Red Cedar with a satin finish.

¬ Internal and out‑of‑weather applications.

¬ A premium professional, commercial grade finish.
¬ Environmentally friendly with no VOCs
(volatile organic compounds).

¬ Hemlock has even texture, giving a consistent finish.
¬ Consistent colouring.

¬ UV resistant.

SATIN WASHES

¬ Clear Satin and Pecan Satin available.

¬ The combination of striking colours and satin washes on
Hemlock, are a designer’s dream come true.
MATTE WASHES
¬ In‑vogue colours and matte washes on Hemlock to help
you reflect the sun, surf and beach.

EXPRESSWOOD VEE-JOINT SATIN WASHES *

*

COLOUR: WALNUT SATIN
COLOUR CODE: WS

COLOUR: RED WASH
COLOUR CODE: RW

COLOUR: NATURAL SATIN
COLOUR CODE: NS

COLOUR: BLACK WASH
COLOUR CODE: BLW

COLOUR: CHARRED COPPER
COLOUR CODE: CC

COLOUR: GREY WASH
COLOUR CODE: GW

COLOUR: WHITE WASH
COLOUR CODE: WW

COLOUR: RAW
COLOUR CODE: RAW

All Expresswood Vee-Joint
colours come in a Satin Finish,
except Charred Copper, which
is a Matte Finish.

External use
TIMBER USED OUTSIDE NEEDS EASY MAINTENANCE

PRE-PRIMED

CUTEK®

Many architects use Western Red Cedar exclusively for

Cutek® is a proven penetrating oil, with Colortone additives,

painted applications because it stays flat and straight like no

for external timber products.

other, giving a perfect, consistent finish.
Cedar Sales offers a pre‑priming service for external
cladding, providing a high quality, external grade undercoat
before it’s delivered to site for installation and painting.
¬ Achieves clean, sharp lines and a long lasting
professional look.

¬ Cedar Sales offers a two‑coat process applied at the
plant using Cutek® Clear. It is recommended that a
pigmented coating is applied on‑site for additional
protection after installation.
¬ Easy to apply without the need to sand.
¬ Doesn’t peel or crack.

¬ Using Western Red Cedar for painted applications avoids
any warping or twisting, or pulling of nails.

¬ Works by penetration rather than by forming a film.
¬ Provides long‑term weather protection, stabilises timber
and repels moisture.
¬ See overleaf for Cutek® Colortone options.

EXPRESSWOOD CHANNEL MATTE WASHES

COLOUR: BEACH HUT GREY
COLOUR CODE: BHG

COLOUR: MIDNIGHT SEA
COLOUR CODE: MS

COLOUR: COCOA SAND
COLOUR CODE: CS
**

COLOUR: COVE WHITE
COLOUR CODE: CW

COLOUR: RUSTED COPPER
COLOUR CODE: RC**

COLOUR: NATURAL COAST
COLOUR CODE: NC

For corresponding trim colour, please specify Copper (C).

CUTEK® COLORTONE OPTIONS

AUTUMNTONE

BLACK ASH

BROWNTONE

BURNT RED

CEDARTONE

CHESTNUT

CLEAR

CYPRESS

GOLDTONE

GREENSTONE

NEW
BRONZETONE

RUSTIC GOLD

SELA BROWN

WALNUT

CORNISH GOLD

Note: If desired, Cutek® can be used to protect the timber and still allow the surface to go grey. To do this, simply use the ‘Clear’ Cutek® with no pre‑tint. If you wish to maintain the colour, you
must use a pre‑tinted colour from the choices listed on the previous page. Please note that all external coatings, including Clear or Pre‑tinted Cutek® will require periodic maintenance.
Important: In order for Cutek® to function properly the oil must be able to diffuse deeply into the timber. Any situation that would inhibit this free diffusion, such as the presence of any surface
sealant, coating barrier or excess retained moisture in the timber, must be addressed before the application of this product.

Group
rating

Choose Cedar Sales and specify with confidence
Cedar Sales is committed to quality and performance you can count on. Our genuine architectural
timber innovations are proven to perform where it matters most. As part of our commitment
to provide market‑leading quality and integrity, Cedar Sales welcomes third‑party testing and
certification across fire, acoustics, structural performance and sustainability.
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Photographs, images and drawings used herein are for illustration purposes only. Colours, grades and finishes on actual products may vary. All timber products will vary from samples. Being a natural product, expect sheen, tonal and colour
variation and natural features including knots, grains and grain impressions. We recommend viewing all products prior to installation. Cedar Sales’ is unable to offer any specific performance warranties for its products because of the wide
variation in applications possible. These variables include but are not limited to; situation, design and structure, aspect and differing exposure to the weather. For more details, visit cedarsales.com.au/terms-and-condition-of-trade.

